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Statement of the Award: The grievance is denied. In accordance with Article Twenty, 
Section One, Paragraph C, the costs of the arbitration shall be 
borne by the Union. 
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just cause. 

* * * 
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L. Interpretation/ Application of Agreement. ...

* * * 

14. Arbitration/Function and Jurisdiction. The functions and
jurisdiction of the Arbitrator shall be as fixed and limited by this
Agreement. He shall have no power to change, add to, or delete its
terms. He shall have jurisdiction only to determine issues involving
the interpretation or application of this Agreement, and any matter
coming before the Arbitrator which is not within his jurisdiction
shall be returned to the parties without decision or
recommendation. In the event any disciplinary action taken by the
Company is made the subject of proceedings, the Arbitrator's
authority shall, in addition to the limitations set forth herein, be
limited to the determination of the question of whether the
Employee(s) involved were disciplined for just cause. If the
Arbitrator finds that the penalty assessed by the Company was
arbitrary or unreasonable, he may modify or remove that penalty.

CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES 

The Company's Contentions 

The Company contends that the Grievant engaged in misconduct by failing to 
immediately report an accident causing damage to Company and airport property. The 
investigation revealed that he violated BPOC # 16, a rule that since June 2013 has provided for 
termination. Substantial evidence was presented at arbitration to support this conclusion. Further, 
the Grievant was not subjected to disparate treatment. 

The Company contends that the Grievant admitted he did not report the accident until 
questioned by his supervisor approximately one hour later. The Grievant, by attempting to 
conceal the accident, while not an affinnative misrepresentation, acted dishonestly and this 
warrants his termination. Despite numerous opportunities, the Grievant neve�d to make 
a report. His testimony that he attempted to do so, via radio, was rebutted by�nd 
Deegan. His testimony that he made one attempt was self serving and he offered no explanation 
as to why he then ignored the issue, until asked. 

The Company disagrees with the Union's claim that the Start Strong initiative put the 
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opportunity to report this accident at the time occurred, while waiting for the brake rider. Instead, 
he made only one, brief, radio call. 

The remaining question in this case, therefore, is whether there was just cause for the 
penalty of termination. The Company maintains that the penalty of termination was appropriate 
based upon the reasonableness of the rule, its importance for safety, and its consistent 
application. 

The Union introduced the letter of warning issued to for an incident on 
January 21, 2011 (UX 3); and a final letter of warning and three disciplinary days off issued to 

or an incident that occurred on June 9, 2000 (UX 9). In neither case did the 
employee immediately report the accident and they were not terminated. However, since the 
incidents in those cases occurred before the 2013-change to BPOC #16, they cannot be relied 
upon at this time to establish a standard level of discipline under the current rule. 

The Union also introduced cases in which the employee was� violating 
BPOC #16. Those cases include the final letter of warning issued to�(UX #4); 
the final letter of warning issued t�UX 5); and the final letter of warning issued 
to UX 7). In each of those cases, the employee was operating a provisioning 
truck and, following the accident, completed his assigned provisioning duties before reporting 
the accident. The records in those cases do not indicate why the Company did not invoke BPOC 
#16, but the fact remains that those employees were not charged with such a violation. 

The Union did offer one arbitration decision involving an alleged violation of BPOC #16 
in which the arbitrator awarded the grievance and reinstated the employee. Arbitrator William H. 
Lemons found that grievant-"did not realize that he had scraped the wing of the 
aircraft in question." Therefore, given that his failure to immediately report the incident was the 
real reason for the termination, he awarded the grievance. (UX 10.) That case is of no assistance 
to the Union here, because the Grievant clearly was aware that he had run over the fence pole. 

Both parties cite the case o-who was terminated for failing to 
immediately report her April 29, 2014-accident and failure to comply with safety rules or 
regulations. The accident involved damage to baggage tug #70 and to her knee. (UX 16, pgs. 12-
14, CX 12.) The arbitrator found that-explanation was neither plausible nor credible, 
and that she had numerous opportunities to report the accident yet did not do so as soon as 
practicable. (LAS-R-1551/14, William H Lemons, October 1, 2014.) Arbitrator Lemons found 
the Company's investigation and handling of the matter to be "entirely complete and 
appropriate." Further, he did not find the Company's failure to call a Union safety person to 
inspect the tug to be a violation of Article 1.7 of the CBA or an omission that would affect his 
finding of"just cause." Arbitrator Lemons also distinguished thealllland-cases, 
discussed above, and the ase. 

The-grievance had gone to arbitration but before the arbitrator issued his 








